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Welcome to Chem 9532b: 
Analytical Instrumentation, Winter 2020-2021 

 
~ COURSE OUTLINE ~ 

 
 
 

Course Description: 
This course deals with instrument automation, data acquisition and data analysis for working in a 
modern research lab in chemistry and related interdisciplinary sciences and engineering. Some 
discussion of the basic principles of instrument operation will be included. The main purpose of the 
course is to make the student familiar and comfortable with advanced instrument components and the 
modification of the research setups (rather than to teach circuit or device design). The course includes 
the introduction to (and hands-on use of) LabVIEW software. 

 

Course website 
WebCT/OWL. Go to http://owl.uwo.ca/ and log in using your UWO user name and password. 
Check this website on a regular basis for updates and important information on the lectures. 

 

Lecture 
1. Tuesday 6:00-8:00 pm, ChB 115 or online teaching. 

2. Instructor: Dr. Zhifeng Ding, Materials Science Addition to Chemistry (MSA), room MSA 0203 
E-mail: zfding@uwo.ca  

 

 

Zoom Office hours 
Thursday 5:00-6:00 pm. 

 
Required materials:  No. 
 
Mobile Device or iClicker: 

•     Audience response systems (“clickers”) will be used to provide immediate feedback on 
your understanding of course concepts. You will require a web - enabled device 
(phone, laptop, etc.) or an iClicker. Participation marks are awarded for the use of 
“clickers”. You must use your own “clicker” account and may not submit responses for 
any other student. The data collected using the devices will not be used for research 
purposes without your consent. In case of online teaching, questions will be integrated 
in videos. 
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Accessibility: Please contact the course instructor if you require materials in an alternate format or if 
you require any other arrangements to make this course more accessible to you. You may 
also wish to contact Services for Students with Disabilities (SSD) at 661-2111 x 82147 for 
any specific question regarding an accommodation. 

 
Course evaluation: Method 1: There will no exam.  Assignments and problems will be weighted 

30%. There will be 6 assignments, each of which is 5 % worth.  There will be a course 
project that is counted 40%. The final will be a presentation (15 minutes), which is 
weighted 30%. 

            Method 2: There will no exam.  Assignments and problems will be weighted 
30%. There will be 6 assignments, each of which is 5 % worth.  “Clickers” participation 
or equivalent will be counted 4% as below and there will be a course project that is 
counted 36%. The final will be a presentation (15 minutes), which is weighted 30%. 

 
           “Clickers” or equivalent participation will be counted 4%. Your overall course 

grade, out of 100, will automatically be the higher of the two grades calculated by the 
two methods shown above.  

     

“Clickers” 

Marked on participation only. The 
score you receive will be based 
on the percentage of questions 
answered: 
 80% or more = 4; 70–79% = 3; 
60–69% = 2; 40–59% = 1; Less 
than 40% = 0 

 
 
 
Illness and missed labs, midterm, or final exam 

• Failure to complete or write homework, the midterms, or the final, will result in a mark of zero for 
the missed item, and potential failure in the course, unless a valid medical or compassionate 
reason has been approved and an exemption has been granted. The Policy of accommodation for 
Medical Illness can be found at https://studentservices.uwo.ca/secure/index.cfm 

• For further policy information please visit 
http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/handbook/appeals/accommodation_medical.pdf 

(notice the underscore in accomodation_medical.pdf in the above web address). 

• If you miss the final presentation, contact your department to obtain an SPC form. Students who 
are ill, yet choose to present, must accept the mark that they receive. 

• We will not authorize SPC exams for students with three exams in 27 (or greater) hours, nor for 
those with exam conflicts. The Registrar will place those with conflicts in designated conflict rooms. 
However, we will be pleased to approve your SPC if you have a “three in 24.” 

 
Anticipated behavior 

• Students are reminded of the university’s Code of Conduct found on the university website. To 
maintain a high standard of learning environment in our classrooms, laboratories, help rooms, and 
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tutorial rooms for the students, those who are disruptive, rude, or show unacceptable behavior, 
either to the instructor, the TA, or the other students, will be asked to leave. 

 
 
Tentative outline of topics  

 
This course will give rich hands-on experience of LabVIEW software from the National 

Instruments (NI, Texas, US). Each student will learn the software in situ on a computer and have ample 
occasions to practice.  
 

This software is very user-friendly on instrumental control, data acquisition and advanced data 
analysis such as curve smoothing, fitting, derivative, integration etc. The company’s slogan was “Software 
is the instrument”. It is NOT required that you know how to program with any computer language. 
Anybody who can run a PC will be able to make it. All you need is to pile up graphic icons, which 
represent all control, recording and analysis functions and run them. The software is extremely useful in a 
modern chemistry research lab. I have 25 years’ experience on using it, from my Ph.D. thesis at Swiss 
Federal Institute of Technology, postdoctoral research work at University of Texas to my present 
independent research at Western. I like it very much because it has been helping me to carry out all fancy 
experiments with automation. Following are the highlights of the course: 

 
1. Introductions.       1 hr 

LabVIEW programs are composed of elemental packages represented as graphic icons. One needs only 
to wire appropriate parameters to the icons and display the icon outputs. LabVIEW programs are also 
called virtual instruments, or VIs, because their appearance and operation imitate physical instruments, 
such as oscilloscopes and multimeters. LabVIEW contains a comprehensive set of tools for acquiring, 
analyzing, displaying, and storing data, as well as tools to help you troubleshoot your code. In LabVIEW, 
you build a user interface, or front panel, with controls and indicators. Controls are knobs, push buttons, 
dials, and other input devices. Indicators are graphs, LEDs, and other displays. After you build the user 
interface, you add code using VIs and structures to control the front panel objects. The block diagram 
contains this code. Use LabVIEW to communicate with hardware such as data acquisition, vision, and 
motion control devices and GPIB, PXI, VXI, RS-232, and RS-485 instruments. 

 
2. Building a Virtual Instrument    2 hrs 
 Through exercises, you will build a VI that generates a signal and displays that signal in a 
graph. 
 
3. Analyzing and Saving a Signal    2 hrs 
  
 LabVIEW includes a set of Express VIs to help you analyze signals. This chapter teaches you how 
to use LabVIEW to perform a basic analysis of a signal and how to save the analyzed data to a file. 
Through in-class exercises, you will build a VI that generates a signal, extracts the DC value of the signal, 
indicates if the signal exceeds a certain limit, and records the data. 
 
 
4. Expanding the Features of a VI    2 hrs 
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 You can choose one of many LabVIEW VI templates to use as a starting point. However, 
sometimes you need to build a VI for which a template is not available. This chapter teaches you how to 
build and customize a VI without using a template. 
 
5. Acquiring Data and Communicating with Instruments 3 hrs 
 
 This chapter introduces you to the Express VIs you use for data acquisition and instrument 
communication on a PC running Windows. 
 
6. Using Other LabVIEW Features     2 hrs 

The previous chapters introduce you to most of the LabVIEW features you need to build 
common measurement applications. As you familiarize yourself with the LabVIEW environment, 
you might find that you need to enhance your VIs or that you need more fine-grain control of the 
processes your VIs perform. This chapter introduces you to some of the concepts you should be 
familiar with as you start using other LabVIEW features. 
 
7. Using External Code in LabVIEW    4 hrs 
 This chapter discusses the following methods used in LabVIEW to call code written in other languages: 
• Using platform-specific protocols. 
• Using the Call Library Function Node to call the following types of shared libraries: 
– Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL) in Windows; Active X 
– Code Fragments on Mac OS 
– Shared Libraries on UNIX 
• Creating a Code Interface Node (CIN) to call code written specifically to link to VIs. 
 
8. Case studies       8 hrs 
 I list several case studies but applications of LabVIEW are by no means limited to these cases. You 
can request more or specific ones useful for your research. 
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Case study 1. Monitoring synthetic procedure in situ  (useful for our “organic/inorganic” guys!): 
I wanted to prepare monodispersed CdSe nanoparticles, knowing that the smaller the size of the 
nanoparticle, the shorter the wavelength they absorb. I can use a dip probe immersed in the reaction 
solution and connected with a cost-effective hand-held spectrometer, to monitor the UV-VIS absorption 
spectrum with LabVIEW and watch absorption peak wavelength shifting from shorter wavelength to longer 
wavelength, i.e. the particle size becomes larger and larger. Fig.1 shows the dip probe in a chemical reactor. 
A lamp and a spectrometer interfaced by LabVIEW will be connected. At desired wavelength (i.e. desired 
size), the reaction can be stopped. The same principle can be applied for a dip probe in situ infrared 
spectrometer. 
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 Case study 2.  Electrochemistry: LabVIEW is not only a “recorder” but also a controller. 
Fig.2 shows a front controller panel of a home made program in LabVIEW to drive an 
electrochemical experiment (Cyclic Voltammetry, CV). The top left window shows a typical 
triangle potential waveform for a CV. Other windows in fig. 2 display various functions of data 
acquisition and analysis with LabVIEW. 
 
 

Case study 3.  Spectroelectrochemistry: LabVIEW was used to carry out a 
spectroelectrochemical experiment (Fig. 3). Whole spectra were recorded during an 
electrochemical reaction. From the data recorded for a reaction product as shown in the right 
bottom window, a three dimension plot can be generated (Fig. 4). 

 
Case study 4.  Laser photochemistry and photoelectrochemistry: It is clear that 

almost all sophisticated instruments can be controlled by LabVIEW software via GPIB interface. I 
have written VIs for a nanosecond laser and its MOPO(from Spectra Physics), its detection 
system including boxcars, oscilloscope, monochromator and photon counter etc. In fig. 5, a set-
up for electrochemistry and electrogenerated chemiluminescence of nanoscale materials is 
illustrated. This is done in my research lab at Western. In the set-up, LabVIEW is used to control 
a spectrograph and a spectroscopy CCD camera and acquire data from either CCD (for a whole 
emission spectrum) or a photomultiplier tube (PMT, for emission light intensity). Electrochemical 
data can also be recorded simultaneously. 
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Fig. 3 

   

 
Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 

 

 
Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7 

 
Casestudy 5 Scanning Probe Microscopy. LabVIEW can be used in very sophisticated 

scanning probe microscopy. I once made a program in LabView for coupling atomic force 
microscopy (AFM), near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) and scanning electrochemical 
microscopy (SECM) as illustrated in the diagram of fig. 6. Here a sample topography (from the 
lock-in amplifier), a SECM image (from the electrochemical workstation) and an optical image 
(from the PMT) can be obtained simultaneously as shown in fig. 7. LabVIEW is becoming more 
powerful as it incorporates more flexible communication interface with programs written in other 
computer languages such as C and visual basic. Recently, a SECM has been set-up in my 
research lab using LabVIEW interfaced with C++ for a precise xyz piezostaage controller. A high 
scanning speed (25 mm/s) at a high resolution (20 nm) can be easily reached. In addition, the 
SECM is with close-loop control. i.e. One can first do a scan on a sample and then the probe can 
be relocated precisely (20 nm resolution) onto an active site, where reaction kinetics can further 
be studied. A corrosion samples has been studying in this way. Furthermore, a nanoscale piezo 
stage (with a resolution as high as 0.5 nm) is being integrated onto an inverted microscope in my 
lab, aiming at transportation study of ions and molecules across membranes of live cells. 

 
 Case study 6 PID control in chemical engineering. Proportional integral derivative (PID) 
loop control can be applied for various control processes for running in optimization conditions. I 
give here two examples to show the PID applications in chemical engineering. I believe that PID 
can be used in scanning probe microscopy as well as in your research. 
 A simple process simulation for tank level is shown in fig. 8.  The process has added 
noise, valve deadband, lag, and deadtime.  A level controller adjusts the inflow to a tank.  An 
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on/off valve serves as a drain that you can click on to operate.  This represents a change in the 
process loading.  Switching from auto to manual can be demonstrated. 
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Fig. 8 
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Fig. 9 

 A demonstration of cascade and selector control is shown in Fig. 9.  A compressor, driven by a 
motor, has a tachometer on it which requires a PID loop to control the speed (the downstream loop).  
Pressure and flow out of the compressor are fed to individual PID controllers.  We wish to control the flow, 
but if the pressure exceeds a specified setpoint, it then becomes the controlled variable.  This calls for a 
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"low select" function to combine the two upstream controller outputs.  The lower of the two outputs then 
becomes the setpoint for the compressor speed. 
 
 
9. Presentations:       5 hrs 
In-class presentation of the course project related to students’ graduate research. 
 

    

 
 

Learning outcomes 
1. Solid knowledge of instrument controls. 
2. Instrumentation fundamentals 
3. Graphic programing essentials 
4. Instrument assembly 
5. Applications of modern instruments in research 

 


